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Dear Mr. Brock,
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(NMMIP)
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in regard
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meeting
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current

practice.
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signature.
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to conform
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to the board

that

is deemed
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it is not the Board or its nominating

for election
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ink or electronic

that

changes
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on May 29, 2020 and can be affirmed
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(B.) updates
notice

Medical

to the NMMIP

and approved

are intended

policies,

of the New Mexico

amendments
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on behalf

which
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is a more

procedures

that
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process
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and practices
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when
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a
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process.
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and deletes
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and,
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in writing"
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either

wet-
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that

13.10.10.11
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that the executive

original

record

of meetings

the Superintendent,

13.10.10.11
either
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board

minutes

and accounts

functions,

records
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of the board
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of the board,
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of action
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but not to maintain

but not to maintain

that
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can be
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to review
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custody.

of the board
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office

that the secretary
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and meeting

records
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Thank

you for your

Deborah

Armstrong

Executive

Director

of determining

that

can be accepted

relating

to categories

consideration.

email at (505)795-5164

Sincerely,

for purposes

from

any member,

of premiums

I am available

assessment,

not allowed

for questions

or darmstrong@nmmip.org.

after
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to
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